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Inspired Living

The Clear Choice.
Create your own luxurious sanctuary with a custom, frameless shower 
enclosure from B&G Glass. Choose from an endless array of classic 
or contemporary designs. Designs include clear or textured glass with 
etchings or patterns, custom hardware in chrome, nickel, brass and 
more. B&G Glass is the clear choice when it comes to glass shower 
enclosures. There’s no better time than now to enhance your lifestyle.   
Become inspired.

Call B&G Glass Today at 610-372-7868

Frameless 
Shower Enclosures



Quality Commitment
All B&G Glass shower enclosures
are custom designed, fabricated
and installed by expert craftsmen.
Extra steps are taken to ensure your
quality glass shower enclosure meets
or exceeds your specific needs, and
all glass edges are finely polished
insuring safety and stately elegance.
Even standard tub enclosures are
custom made for a professional fit
and lasting enjoyment.

Options
B&G Glass is the Clear Choice for
your standard and custom, Frameless
Shower Enclosures. Imagine the
possibilities…

• Clear, tinted or textured glass

• Etchings, patterns or colors

•  Custom hardware in finishes such 
as chrome, nickel, brass and more

• Any style, shape, size or material

•  Finished with personal touches for 
inspired living.

•   B&G Glass can provide Shower Guard 
Glass, a unique permanent coating only 
available on clear and satin etched glass.

www.ShowerGuardGlass.com

Frameless Shower Enclosures

Add presence and style to your tub or 
shower with frameless door & panels. All 
glass doors have polished edges for timeless 
appearance. Frameless door & panels are 
an ideal choice for beauty and ease of use.

Add class and luxurious beauty to your 
home with the European styling and 
contemporary elegance of a frameless Neo-
Angle shower enclosure. With center or 
side entry swing doors and beautiful angled 
glass walls that can extend from buttress to 
floor, Neo-Angle enclosures will make your 
bath the most appealing place inside your 
home.

Door & Panel

Add sophistication and simplicity to 
your home with frameless swinging 
doors. Frameless swinging doors have 
clean lines with polished edges and 
provide substantial space saving for any 
bathroom. Custom designed to fit nearly 
any opening or shower surrounding it’s 
the perfect frameless enclosure for the 
most discriminating homes.

Swinging Doors

Add a personalized escape with a steam 
shower. B&G Glass can provide a custom 
frameless shower enclosure for steam 
showers, including adjustable transoms! 
Classic, custom doors, designed to meet 
your needs and applications.

Steam Shower Doors

Neo-Angle

B&G Glass
You will see the difference.
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